Abstract: Due to strong ocean waves, broken clouds, and extensive cloud cover interferences, ocean ship detection performs poorly when using optical remote sensing images. In addition, it is a challenge to detect small ships on medium resolution optical remote sensing that cover a large area. In this paper, in order to balance the requirements of real-time processing and high accuracy detection, we proposed a novel ship detection framework based on locally oriented scene complexity analysis. First, the proposed method can separate a full image into two types of local scenes (i.e., simple or complex local scenes). Next, simple local scenes would utilize the fast saliency model (FSM) to rapidly complete candidate extraction, and for complex local scenes, the ship feature clustering model (SFCM) will be applied to achieve refined detection against severe background interferences. The FSM considers a fusion enhancement image as an input of the pulse response analysis in the frequency domain to achieve rapid ship detection in simple local scenes. Next, the SFCM builds the descriptive model of the ship feature clustering algorithm to ensure the detection performance on complex local scenes. Extensive experiments on SPOT-5 and GF-2 ocean optical remote sensing images show that the proposed ship detection framework has better performance than the state-of-the-art methods, and it addresses the tricky problem of real-time ocean ship detection under strong waves, broken clouds, extensive cloud cover, and ship fleet interferences. Finally, the proposed ocean ship detection framework is demonstrated on an onboard processing hardware.
Introduction
Ocean ship detection is an active research field in remote sensing technology. This field is primarily applied to fishery management, vessel salvaging, and naval warfare applications. For several decades, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images have typically been used for ship detection research because SAR images can be obtained at any time in any weather conditions [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, compared to SAR images, optical remote sensing images can provide more detailed and visible characteristics for ship detection and classification [5, 6] . Therefore, most researchers have recently focused on ship detection based on optical remote sensing images, in order to realize a quick, accurate, and automatic detection framework [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Simply stated, the typical optical ocean ship detection framework has two stages which are ship candidate extraction and confirmation. In the ship candidate extraction stage, the performance is affected by the gray level or shape diversification of ships and complex low or medium resolution images and processing large view field scene, the timeliness when high precision ship detection performance is necessary.
In this paper, as previously mentioned, we focus on the problems of ocean ship detection and propose a novel ship detection framework that can simultaneously satisfy the detection accuracy and real-time processing requirements. In our opinion, full ocean optical remote sensing images can be classified into two types of simple and complex local scenes. In this instance, the simple local scenes occur in the case of quiet seas, while complex local scenes represent situations with a fleet of ships, strong waves, and/or clouds. Many detection methods fail when analyzing complex local scenes. Therefore, the proposed ship detection framework is focused on these complex local scenes to improve the overall detection performance. Then, most general full ocean remote sensing scenes contain many simple or complex local scenes as shown in Figure 1 . Thus, we have designed a locally oriented scene complexity real-time analysis detection method to meet the practical ocean ship detection system requirements.
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Optical Remote Sensing Ocean Ship Detection

Locally Oriented Scene Complexity Analysis
Since ocean ship detection is sensitive and has a timeliness requirement, real-time processing is very important in military and civil applications. In addition, full scene ocean optical remote sensing images are usually divided into many blocks to achieve ocean ship detection, which is a popular method in real-time ocean ship detection frameworks. However, the ocean optical remote sensing image sub-blocks contain many situations. For example, these blocks include quiet sea, strong waves, heavy cloud cover, broken clouds, and so on. The various detection methods vary in performance under local conditions resulting in failure in some complex local scene situations, leading to missing targets or false alarms. If we can find a way to distinguish these complex local scene blocks, we can apply appropriate treatment to ensure a high overall detection performance. Therefore, for full scene ocean optical remote sensing images, we aim to improve both the speed of simple local scene detection and the accuracy of complex local scene detection in order to satisfy the real-time ship detection system requirements.
In this paper, the fast scene partitioning strategy is proposed to achieve the sub-block's local scenes classifications. Due to the illumination problem in optical remote sensing images, we have chosen the texture descriptor to analyze the local scenes' characteristics. Then, the blocks are defined according to whether they are simple or complex local scenes. Related to the texture characteristic description, first we calculate the gradient feature map from the gray level local scenes, which can be expressed as Equations (1)-(3):
(1)
In this instance, in Equations (1) and (2), w and h are the length and width of local scenes, respectively. Here, BL is the input data quantization level. G h and G v are the horizontal and vertical gradients, respectively. x and y are the index coordinates in local scenes, and I x,y is the gray value of index coordinates (x,y). Then, the gradient feature map G(i,j) is calculated as in Equation (3) . The texture feature would be expressed by summing the local gradient features, as shown in Equation (4) .
In Equation (4), w and h are the size of local scenes. G is the gradient feature map, which is generated from Equation (3) . In this equation, n is the size of the sliding window, which defines the summation of the gradient feature values of the gradient feature map. I r is the constructed texture feature map that can be used to avoid the illumination problem which can enhance optical remote sensing images without low contrast ratio. If ships, broken clouds, islands, and strong waves appear in local scenes, these objects can be highlighted in the constructed texture feature map because they have rich texture features. Therefore, the proposed locally oriented scene analysis method utilizes the OTSU thresholding algorithm [21] to generate the binary image from the texture feature map to analyze local scenes' characteristics. The texture feature map construction process [22] [23] [24] is shown in Figure 3 , and the binary texture feature map analysis method is shown in Figure 4 .
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In Equation (5), N is the index of the cell number, and (i,j) is the coordinate in the binary image I binary . Then, Equation (5) can achieve the accumulation of each local scene's spatial partition cells. The accumulation result Equation (6) is used to evaluate the significant textural information of the cells. When the accumulation is more than a third of one cell, this sub-cell is set to "1", which is the textural statistical process, since there are "1 s" or "0 s" in the local scene textural distribution based on 3 × 3 partitioning. In Equation (7), M is the total number of local scene partition cells, and D is the distributional statistical value of the textural information appearing in each cell which can indicate whether a large variation of texture occurs in the current local scene. If this local scene has large scale texture, it would be classified as a complex local scene, and D would be endowed with a large number following the definitions of Equations (5)- (7). Here, the local scene structure also affects the complexity judgment. The examples of structural complexity analysis are shown in Figure 5 .
In Equation (5), N is the index of the cell number, and (i,j) is the coordinate in the binary image Ibinary. Then, Equation (5) can achieve the accumulation of each local scene's spatial partition cells. The accumulation result Equation (6) is used to evaluate the significant textural information of the cells. When the accumulation is more than a third of one cell, this sub-cell is set to "1", which is the textural statistical process, since there are "1 s" or "0 s" in the local scene textural distribution based on 3 × 3 partitioning. In Equation (7), M is the total number of local scene partition cells, and D is the distributional statistical value of the textural information appearing in each cell which can indicate whether a large variation of texture occurs in the current local scene. If this local scene has large scale texture, it would be classified as a complex local scene, and D would be endowed with a large number following the definitions of Equations (5)- (7). Here, the local scene structure also affects the complexity judgment. The examples of structural complexity analysis are shown in Figure 5 . From Figure 5a ,b, we can see that these local scenes have the same D ratio, but (a,b) have significantly different structures. Then, the same phenomenon is seen in (c,d). Therefore, the object's structure is complete or dispersed, which is also an important element in evaluating the complexity of local scenes. In this paper, Run-Length coding [24] is employed to evaluate the object's structural complexity index R which is shown in Equation (8) .
In Equation (8), LRL is the length of the Run-Length coding [24] which can investigate structure complexity of object's binary images, and A is the area of the object's texture in the binary image. W and H are the size of the local scene. D is the textural distribution ratio which was previously defined. We can use the index R in Equation (8) to rapidly separate a full ocean optical remote sensing scene into local scenes. The index R considers the textural spatial distribution and the structural complexity analysis of local scenes. To achieve fast scene partition, R would be a flexible threshold value in order to meet the real-time processing system requirement. If the local scene has a smaller R, it would be defined as a simple local scene, and if it has a larger R, it would be defined as a complex local scene. Here, simple local scenes contain fewer targets and/or a quiet sea, and complex local scenes include large cloud cover, many broken clouds, and/or a fleet of ships. Due to the real-time processing requirement, the rapid saliency model (RSM) is applied to simple local scenes, and the accurate ship feature clustering model (SFCM) is applied to complex local scenes. Next, through the RSM and SDCM, the proposed ship detection framework can achieve the rapid and accurate extraction of suspected ship candidates. From Figure 5a ,b, we can see that these local scenes have the same D ratio, but (a,b) have significantly different structures. Then, the same phenomenon is seen in (c,d). Therefore, the object's structure is complete or dispersed, which is also an important element in evaluating the complexity of local scenes. In this paper, Run-Length coding [24] is employed to evaluate the object's structural complexity index R which is shown in Equation (8) .
In Equation (8), L RL is the length of the Run-Length coding [24] which can investigate structure complexity of object's binary images, and A is the area of the object's texture in the binary image. W and H are the size of the local scene. D is the textural distribution ratio which was previously defined. We can use the index R in Equation (8) to rapidly separate a full ocean optical remote sensing scene into local scenes. The index R considers the textural spatial distribution and the structural complexity analysis of local scenes. To achieve fast scene partition, R would be a flexible threshold value in order to meet the real-time processing system requirement. If the local scene has a smaller R, it would be defined as a simple local scene, and if it has a larger R, it would be defined as a complex local scene. Here, simple local scenes contain fewer targets and/or a quiet sea, and complex local scenes include large cloud cover, many broken clouds, and/or a fleet of ships. Due to the real-time processing requirement, the rapid saliency model (RSM) is applied to simple local scenes, and the accurate ship feature clustering model (SFCM) is applied to complex local scenes. Next, through the RSM and SDCM, the proposed ship detection framework can achieve the rapid and accurate extraction of suspected ship candidates.
RSM for Simple Local Scene Ship Candidate Extraction
We focus on improving the simple local scene ship detection speed to meet the real-time processing system constraint. In simple local scenes, the ship target is obviously different from the background. However, most methods use a complex detection algorithm model, which leads to significant processing time which is not suitable for a real-time processing system [18] [19] [20] . In this section, a novel saliency model, RSM, is proposed. RSM comprehensively utilizes spatial and frequency domain information to generate the saliency map because of its good performance in simple local scenes [25] [26] [27] [28] . The saliency map can be calculated using Equations (9)- (11) .
In (9), I is the defined simple local scene, and f b (·) and f t (·) are the bottom and top hat operations, respectively. The bottom and top hat operations can keep brightness and darkness objects in the transformation image and also enhance the difference between ships and background. These operations can prevent missing target ships caused by a weak gray level. M I is the fusion image that combines the bottom hat and top hat features. We employ the Fourier transform F(·) and sign(·) to obtain the responses in the frequency domain. Next, abs(·) and F −1 (·) are used to get the pulse responses, and the square operation enhances the pulse responses. Finally, the two-dimensional Gaussian low pass filter G is employed to generate the saliency map, which can produce the ship candidates using the OTSU algorithm [23] . An example performance of an RSM is shown in Figure 6 .
In Figure 6 , we can see that our proposed RSM has better performance with low contrast ships in simple local scenes. Furthermore, it is also valid for one ship target that is divided into several non-overlapping local scenes. The RSM for simple local scene ship detection is shown in Figure 7 . Where, we can see that the ship target and parts of ships are highlighted. The OTSU algorithm is applied to the saliency map for ship candidate extraction. All of the simple local scenes in Figure 7 show that the RSM has a good performance for any sized ships and parts of ships in different local scenes. Therefore, using our proposed RSM can rapidly and accurately extract ship candidates. The quantitative analysis of the RSM will be discussed using detailed examples and the discussion section.
We focus on improving the simple local scene ship detection speed to meet the real-time processing system constraint. In simple local scenes, the ship target is obviously different from the background. However, most methods use a complex detection algorithm model, which leads to significant processing time which is not suitable for a real-time processing system [18] [19] [20] . In this section, a novel saliency model, RSM, is proposed. RSM comprehensively utilizes spatial and frequency domain information to generate the saliency map because of its good performance in simple local scenes [25] [26] [27] [28] . The saliency map can be calculated using Equations (9)-(11).
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In (9), I is the defined simple local scene, and fb(·) and ft(·) are the bottom and top hat operations, respectively. The bottom and top hat operations can keep brightness and darkness objects in the transformation image and also enhance the difference between ships and background. These operations can prevent missing target ships caused by a weak gray level. MI is the fusion image that combines the bottom hat and top hat features. We employ the Fourier transform F(·) and sign(·) to obtain the responses in the frequency domain. Next, abs(·) and F −1 (·) are used to get the pulse responses, and the square operation enhances the pulse responses. Finally, the two-dimensional Gaussian low pass filter G is employed to generate the saliency map, which can produce the ship candidates using the OTSU algorithm [23] . An example performance of an RSM is shown in Figure 6 .
In Figure 6 , we can see that our proposed RSM has better performance with low contrast ships in simple local scenes. Furthermore, it is also valid for one ship target that is divided into several nonoverlapping local scenes. The RSM for simple local scene ship detection is shown in Figure 7 . Where, we can see that the ship target and parts of ships are highlighted. The OTSU algorithm is applied to the saliency map for ship candidate extraction. All of the simple local scenes in Figure 7 show that the RSM has a good performance for any sized ships and parts of ships in different local scenes. Therefore, using our proposed RSM can rapidly and accurately extract ship candidates. The quantitative analysis of the RSM will be discussed using detailed examples and the discussion section. 
SFCM for Complex Local Scene Ship Candidate Extraction
For ship detection in complex local scenes, which is the most challenging task for ship detection, many methods perform poorly because of scene information interference. The major problem is focusing on the discriminative feature description of ocean ships [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . For the SFCM, we build a synthetic information image that has three channels similar to RGB images to increase the descriptive dimension of each pixel feature vector. Then, each pixel of the synthetic information image includes gray, gradient, and textural feature information, which is shown in Figure 8 . The gradient feature map that is generated by Equation (3) is added to the synthetic image, and the textural feature map that is produced from Equation (4) is also added to enhance the ship feature description. Then, the original one-dimensional feature is projected into the three-dimensional feature space. Which can better enable distinguishing the ship target from the background interferences. However, the high dimensional feature would increase the time taken for the ship feature clustering calculation. Therefore, in this paper, considering the real-time processing requirement, we use three-dimensional features to build the ship clustering model. Then, the proposed SFCM can be expressed as Equation (12) .
In Equation (12), a, b, and c are the feature clustering center coordinates and G, S, and T are the values from the feature vector in the three-dimensional feature space. d is the controlling distance between the input feature vector and the clustering center coordinate. Here, to automatically get the clustering center coordinate (a, b, and c) and the controlling distance d, we use the winner-take-all competitive learning rule to generate a one dimensional topological map using a two layers neural network. Here, the two layers neural network structure includes one input layer and one output layer. The input layer is used to receive the six dimension feature vector which consists of three pieces of synthetic information and three pieces of labeling information. Figure 9 shows the process of onedimensional topological map generation. 
For ship detection in complex local scenes, which is the most challenging task for ship detection, many methods perform poorly because of scene information interference. The major problem is focusing on the discriminative feature description of ocean ships [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . For the SFCM, we build a synthetic information image that has three channels similar to RGB images to increase the descriptive dimension of each pixel feature vector. Then, each pixel of the synthetic information image includes gray, gradient, and textural feature information, which is shown in Figure 8 . 
In Equation (12), a, b, and c are the feature clustering center coordinates and G, S, and T are the values from the feature vector in the three-dimensional feature space. d is the controlling distance between the input feature vector and the clustering center coordinate. Here, to automatically get the clustering center coordinate (a, b, and c) and the controlling distance d, we use the winner-take-all competitive learning rule to generate a one dimensional topological map using a two layers neural network. Here, the two layers neural network structure includes one input layer and one output layer. The input layer is used to receive the six dimension feature vector which consists of three pieces of synthetic information and three pieces of labeling information. Figure 9 shows the process of onedimensional topological map generation. The gradient feature map that is generated by Equation (3) is added to the synthetic image, and the textural feature map that is produced from Equation (4) is also added to enhance the ship feature description. Then, the original one-dimensional feature is projected into the three-dimensional feature space. Which can better enable distinguishing the ship target from the background interferences. However, the high dimensional feature would increase the time taken for the ship feature clustering calculation. Therefore, in this paper, considering the real-time processing requirement, we use three-dimensional features to build the ship clustering model. Then, the proposed SFCM can be expressed as Equation (12) .
In Equation (12), a, b, and c are the feature clustering center coordinates and G, S, and T are the values from the feature vector in the three-dimensional feature space. d is the controlling distance between the input feature vector and the clustering center coordinate. Here, to automatically get the clustering center coordinate (a, b, and c) and the controlling distance d, we use the winner-take-all competitive learning rule to generate a one dimensional topological map using a two layers neural network. Here, the two layers neural network structure includes one input layer and one output layer. The input layer is used to receive the six dimension feature vector which consists of three pieces of synthetic information and three pieces of labeling information. Figure 9 shows the process of one-dimensional topological map generation. Then, we individually collected 36,000 pixel vectors with the labeled information of ships, clouds, and the sea surface, and used these collected pixel feature vectors to generate a one-dimensional topological map that follows the special loss function in Equation (13) .
where j is the index of the initialization neurons which are ships, clouds and the sea surface. x is the input pixel feature vector with the labeled information. f(x) is the winner neuron which has the minimum Euclidean distance between the inputs and three competitive neurons. When we obtain the winner neuron, its weight is updated by Equation (14).
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Here, t is the iteration number of the whole training process, and η(t) is the learning rate, which changes iteratively. hj,f(x(t)) is the topological neighborhood function for the weight updates. The learning rate and topological neighborhood function in Equation (14) can be defined by Equations (15) and (16) , respectively.
In Equations (15) and (16), we used k-fold cross-validation method [37, 38] to ensure and verify learning parameters. Here, "k" is set to 10, which is "10-fold cross-validation". First step, we initialized 0 σ , 1 τ , and 2 τ as a small number range from 0 to 1. Then, the 36,000 pixel level feature vectors are separated as 10 sub-datasets. Nine of sub-datasets are used to train SFCM (i.e., automatically getting clustering center and controlling distance by one dimensional topologic map), and remaining sub-dataset is used to test trained SFCM performance. If the performance is not good, 0 σ would be adjusted. The second step involves changing the testing dataset for another sub-dataset and repeating the first step 10 times. Here, 0 σ is a very important parameter which has to be ensured to impact SFCM final performance. Other parameters such as 1 τ and 2 τ only affect the speed of convergence. t is the iteration number. In Equation (15), we set 1 τ as 0.4. η0 is the initial learning rate, which is set as 0.12. In Equation (16), 0 σ is the initial variance of the Gaussian function, which set as 0.3. 2 τ is set to 0.6. Through the processes that were mentioned before, we can automatically obtain the one-dimensional topological map. Next, we chose the updated competitive neuron of ships without labeled information as the clustering center coordinates in Equation (12) . Then, we chose the minimum distance between the clouds or the sea surface compared with the ship's Then, we individually collected 36,000 pixel vectors with the labeled information of ships, clouds, and the sea surface, and used these collected pixel feature vectors to generate a one-dimensional topological map that follows the special loss function in Equation (13) .
where j is the index of the initialization neurons which are ships, clouds and the sea surface. x is the input pixel feature vector with the labeled information. f (x) is the winner neuron which has the minimum Euclidean distance between the inputs and three competitive neurons. When we obtain the winner neuron, its weight is updated by Equation (14) .
Here, t is the iteration number of the whole training process, and η(t) is the learning rate, which changes iteratively. h j,f(x(t)) is the topological neighborhood function for the weight updates. The learning rate and topological neighborhood function in Equation (14) can be defined by Equations (15) and (16) , respectively.
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In Equations (15) and (16), we used k-fold cross-validation method [37, 38] to ensure and verify learning parameters. Here, "k" is set to 10, which is "10-fold cross-validation". First step, we initialized σ 0 , τ 1 , and τ 2 as a small number range from 0 to 1. Then, the 36,000 pixel level feature vectors are separated as 10 sub-datasets. Nine of sub-datasets are used to train SFCM (i.e., automatically getting clustering center and controlling distance by one dimensional topologic map), and remaining sub-dataset is used to test trained SFCM performance. If the performance is not good, σ 0 would be adjusted. The second step involves changing the testing dataset for another sub-dataset and repeating the first step 10 times. Here, σ 0 is a very important parameter which has to be ensured to impact SFCM final performance. Other parameters such as τ 1 and τ 2 only affect the speed of convergence. t is the iteration number. In Equation (15), we set τ 1 as 0.4. η 0 is the initial learning rate, which is set as 0.12. In Equation (16) , σ 0 is the initial variance of the Gaussian function, which set as 0.3. τ 2 is set to 0.6. Through the processes that were mentioned before, we can automatically obtain the one-dimensional topological map. Next, we chose the updated competitive neuron of ships without labeled information as the clustering center coordinates in Equation (12) . Then, we chose the minimum distance between the clouds or the sea surface compared with the ship's neuron vector in the one dimension topological map as the controlling distance d in Equation (12) . Finally, we set up a SFCM in Equation (12) that can analyze and extract ship candidates pixel by pixel from the defined complex local scene.
HOG and SVM Classifier for Ship Candidate Confirmation
After RSM and SFCM ship candidate extraction, the simple features-the area and the ratio of the length to the width-were used to eliminate false alarms [8, 11, 17] . Next, the Radon transform was used to rotate the remaining candidates to their major direction. Finally, the 1200 ship and 1200 false alarms HOG feature-trained SVM classifier was used to achieve the ship candidate confirmation [11] .
Experiments and Results Discussion
In this section, we apply 255 SPOT-5 images with 5-m spatial resolution 4069 × 4096 sizes and 210 GF-1 images with 2-m spatial resolution and 8192 × 8192 sizes to test the performance of the proposed ship detection framework. Then, the collected SPOT5 and GF-1 data are formatted into regular size of 4096 × 4096, and the scenes display the possible variable situations (i.e., big cloud covering, broken clouds, strong waves, quiet seas, and fleets of ships). The computation environment uses the Windows 7 operating system with a 2.00 GHz Intel ® Corel TM i7-4500U CPU and 7.71 GB RAM. Then, all of the ship detection methods are tested using MATLAB 2016a. Finally, we choose 1341 ship samples and 10,000 false alarms to test this paper's proposed method and the state of the art ship detection methods. The evaluation indexes are defined as Equations (17) and (18) .
In Equations (17) and (18), N DT is the positive samples that are predicted as positive. N TS is the total number of predicted positive samples. N DF is the negative samples that are predicted as positive. Next, we use Recall and Precision to evaluate our proposed method and the other compared methods. The first section conducts the locally oriented scene characteristics analysis to find its optimal parameters. The second section discusses the RSM candidate extraction performance. The third section discusses the SFCM candidate extraction performance. The last section analyzes and compares this paper's proposed ocean ship detection framework with the existing methods.
Real-Time Processing Factor Discussion of Locally Oriented Scenes Character Analysis
In this section, the real-time processing factor of the fast ocean scene partitioning method will be discussed. Since the regular input image size is fixed as 4096 × 4096, we have to find a suitable local scene size to define and analyze the complexity of local scenes using our proposed analysis method. Here, the smaller local scene size setting can generate more local scenes, which would affect the timeliness of real-time processing. If the local scene size is larger, most of the complex local scenes would be defined as simple local scenes. This would result in a bad detection performance since the RSM candidate extraction is not suitable for complex local scenes, which is discussed in detailed in Section 3.2. Table 1 shows the performance of the fast ocean scene partitioning method using different local scene sizes and the cells analysis method.
Here, the different sizes of simple local scenes are collected as positive samples, and the different size of complex local scenes are collected as negative samples. From Table 1 , as the local scene size increases, the Recall and Precision ratios decrease. Therefore, a suitable local scene size setting is important for input images processing timeliness and scene partitioning accuracy. When the local scene size is smaller, it would spend much more time to achieve the whole scene partitioning, and when the local scene size is larger, most complex local scenes are wrongly defined as simple local scenes, which reduces the accuracy of the proposed method of defining local scenes. Then, in Table 1 , we also find that the size of cells from 3 × 3 to 7 × 7 have less impact on defining local scenes. Therefore, we chose the 162 × 162 local scene size and the 3 × 3 cellular structure to analyze the local scene characteristics since R in (8) is a factor to balance the timeliness and accuracy requirements of this paper's proposed ocean ship detection framework. Here, we also have to choose a suitable value of R to enable the proposed ship detection framework to meet real-time processing requirements. Table 2 shows the optimal R factor for the 162 × 162 local scene and the 3 × 3 cellular analysis structure. From Table 2 , we can see that when R is equal to 5, most of the simple local scenes are defined as complex local scenes, and when R is equal to 40, most of the complex local scenes are defined as simple local scenes. If most of the complex local scenes are defined as simple local scenes, the RSM would result in a bad detection performance, which would increase the time consumption of the ship pixel feature clustering analysis. Therefore, we have to choose a suitable threshold R to balance the timeliness and detection accuracy. In Table 2 , we can find that when R is equal to 15, most of the simple local scenes are defined correctly, and the proposed locally oriented scene characteristics analysis would ensure high detection accuracy and that real-time processing requirements were met.
Performance Discussion of RSM
In this section, we use 3215 simple and complex local scenes that are 162 × 162 in size to evaluate the RSM's performance. First, we have to evaluate the fusion image effect for the frequency domain pulse response analysis. Figure 10 shows effect of the fusion image.
In Figure 10 , M 1 is the blue curve, which is the original image testing analysis in the frequency domain. Ocean ships with low contrast ratio cannot have pulse responses in the frequency domain. Therefore, if the original image is analyzed in the frequency domain, the low contrast ratio ship targets would be lost during the candidate extraction stage, which would lead to a bad ship detection performance. M 2 (red curve), which is the bottom hat transform image analysis in the frequency domain, can enhance darker ships. M 3 (yellow curve), which is the top hat transform image analysis in the frequency domain, has a better promotional effect than M 2 because ocean ships often appear brighter in gray level remote sensing images and the top hat transform can enhance the brighter ship targets as pulse responses in the frequency domain. M 4 (black curve), which is the fusion image analysis in frequency domain, can provide a better performance and adapt to brighter or darker low contrast ratios.
In this section, we use 3215 simple and complex local scenes that are 162 × 162 in size to evaluate the RSM's performance. First, we have to evaluate the fusion image effect for the frequency domain pulse response analysis. Figure 10 shows effect of the fusion image. In Figure 10 , M1 is the blue curve, which is the original image testing analysis in the frequency domain. Ocean ships with low contrast ratio cannot have pulse responses in the frequency domain. Therefore, if the original image is analyzed in the frequency domain, the low contrast ratio ship targets would be lost during the candidate extraction stage, which would lead to a bad ship detection performance. M2 (red curve), which is the bottom hat transform image analysis in the frequency domain, can enhance darker ships. M3 (yellow curve), which is the top hat transform image analysis in the frequency domain, has a better promotional effect than M2 because ocean ships often appear brighter in gray level remote sensing images and the top hat transform can enhance the brighter ship targets as pulse responses in the frequency domain. M4 (black curve), which is the fusion image analysis in frequency domain, can provide a better performance and adapt to brighter or darker low contrast ratios.
We analyze 3215 simple and complex local scenes, which includes 1215 quiet sea surface simple local scenes and 2000 complex local scenes. The 2000 complex local scenes include 500 images with fleets of ships, 500 images with broken clouds, 500 images with heavy clouds, and 500 images with strong waves. In addition, these local scenes include 300 images of ships. We individually use these different kinds of local scenes to test the RSM ship candidate extraction performance shown in Table  3 . From Table 3 , we see that the proposed RSM is more effective for the quiet sea surface situation and that there is a bad ship candidate extraction performance for complex local scenes. However, for arbitrary kinds of local scenes, the proposed method is good for real-time processing. Nevertheless, for bright broken clouds, strong ocean waves and heavy clouds, the proposed RSM would result in lost ship candidates. Therefore, since the proposed RSM is an efficient candidate extraction method We analyze 3215 simple and complex local scenes, which includes 1215 quiet sea surface simple local scenes and 2000 complex local scenes. The 2000 complex local scenes include 500 images with fleets of ships, 500 images with broken clouds, 500 images with heavy clouds, and 500 images with strong waves. In addition, these local scenes include 300 images of ships. We individually use these different kinds of local scenes to test the RSM ship candidate extraction performance shown in Table 3 . From Table 3 , we see that the proposed RSM is more effective for the quiet sea surface situation and that there is a bad ship candidate extraction performance for complex local scenes. However, for arbitrary kinds of local scenes, the proposed method is good for real-time processing. Nevertheless, for bright broken clouds, strong ocean waves and heavy clouds, the proposed RSM would result in lost ship candidates. Therefore, since the proposed RSM is an efficient candidate extraction method for simple local scenes, the RSM should be employed for consistent real-time detection of ocean ships. Then, the complex local scenes would be processed by the SFCM.
Performance Discussion of SFCM
For the optimal parameter performance of the SFCM. The clustering center coordinates and the controlling distance can be automatically obtained from the defined two layer neural network structure. Then, we discuss how changes in the clustering center coordinates and the controlling distance impact the detection performance in complex local scenes using Recall and Precision indexes. For the SFCM, ship pixels are positive samples, and other nonship pixels are negative samples. Figure 11 shows the SFCM ship detection performance.
For the optimal parameter performance of the SFCM. The clustering center coordinates and the controlling distance can be automatically obtained from the defined two layer neural network structure. Then, we discuss how changes in the clustering center coordinates and the controlling distance impact the detection performance in complex local scenes using Recall and Precision indexes. For the SFCM, ship pixels are positive samples, and other nonship pixels are negative samples. Figure  11 shows the SFCM ship detection performance. In Figure 11 , we illustrate how changes in the normal clustering center and controlling distance impact the detection performance. Here, r0 is the normal controlling distance which is obtained from the trained one-dimension topological map. r3, r2, and r1 are the controlling distances which are less than r0 and decrease by an acceptable interval. r4, r5, and r6 are the controlling distances which are more than r0 and increase by an acceptable interval. 1st Dev, 2nd Dev, and 3rd Dev are the clustering center coordinates which are generated from the ideal clustering center coordinates and decrease by an acceptable interval. 4st Dev, 5nd Dev, and 6rd Dev are the clustering center coordinates which are produced by the ideal clustering center coordinates and increase by an acceptable interval. Here, we chose 0.5 as a small acceptable interval value. From Figure 11 , we can see the changing clustering center coordinates have less impact on the ship detection performance, and the changing controlling distance has a significant impact on the Recall and Precision rates. Therefore, we selected the ship pixel feature vector as the initialization neuron. Then, if we use a large amount of labeled pixel feature vector samples to train the one-dimension topological map, we can obtain more accurate controlling distance values to complete the accurate ship candidate extraction. However, how many samples are used to train SFCM, which is discussed in Figure 12 .
From Figure 12 , the 36,000 pixel feature vector training samples can improve SFCM performance more than other less samples. Therefore, we choose the 36,000 pixel feature vector as the dataset to train SFCM.
Next, we employ 3215 simple and complex local scenes of 162 × 162 in size to evaluate the SFCM's effectiveness. Table 4 shows the performance of the SFCM applied to all types of local scenes. In Figure 11 , we illustrate how changes in the normal clustering center and controlling distance impact the detection performance. Here, r 0 is the normal controlling distance which is obtained from the trained one-dimension topological map. r 3 , r 2 , and r 1 are the controlling distances which are less than r 0 and decrease by an acceptable interval. r 4 , r 5 , and r 6 are the controlling distances which are more than r 0 and increase by an acceptable interval. 1st Dev, 2nd Dev, and 3rd Dev are the clustering center coordinates which are generated from the ideal clustering center coordinates and decrease by an acceptable interval. 4st Dev, 5nd Dev, and 6rd Dev are the clustering center coordinates which are produced by the ideal clustering center coordinates and increase by an acceptable interval. Here, we chose 0.5 as a small acceptable interval value. From Figure 11 , we can see the changing clustering center coordinates have less impact on the ship detection performance, and the changing controlling distance has a significant impact on the Recall and Precision rates. Therefore, we selected the ship pixel feature vector as the initialization neuron. Then, if we use a large amount of labeled pixel feature vector samples to train the one-dimension topological map, we can obtain more accurate controlling distance values to complete the accurate ship candidate extraction. However, how many samples are used to train SFCM, which is discussed in Figure 12 . From Figure 12 , the 36,000 pixel feature vector training samples can improve SFCM performance more than other less samples. Therefore, we choose the 36,000 pixel feature vector as the dataset to train SFCM.
Next, we employ 3215 simple and complex local scenes of 162 × 162 in size to evaluate the SFCM's effectiveness. Table 4 shows the performance of the SFCM applied to all types of local scenes. From Table 4 , we can see that the proposed SFCM has a good performance for ship candidate extraction in complex local scenes. Due to using a large amount of labeled pixel level training data to establish the SFCM, the ship pixels can be extracted from background interference, and the timeliness requirement is satisfied. In general, our proposed SFCM is suitable for a real-time complex local scene ship candidate extraction processing system.
Ocean Ship Detection Result Comparing
In this section, first we discuss this paper's proposed ocean ship detection framework, and then, state-of-the-art ocean ship detection methods are employed as comparison to validate the efficiency of the proposed method using SPOT 5 and GF-2 ocean scene remote sensing images. The Recall and Precision are also employed as the evaluation indexes. Table 5 shows the performance of this paper's proposed ocean ship detection framework and the other comparison methods. Table 5 shows each stage of the proposed ocean ship detection framework and how it affects detection performance. We can see that the RSM has good timeliness, but poor ocean ship detection performance. The SFCM has better performance, but it is time consuming. Therefore, the real-time processing factor R is set as 15, which can balance the detection performance and timeliness requirement. Here, the HOG feature descriptor eliminates false alarms by using the trained SVM classifier which can improve the detection performance. A previous described method [9] employed the PCT for ship candidate extraction, and the PCT had a poor performance. When the ocean ship target size or gray level change and there is complex background interference, the PCT based method would lead to missed target ship. Therefore, [9] would have a lower Recall rate than other ocean ship detection methods. A different previously described method [13] employed the sea-land segmentation and ship locating criteria for coarse ship location detection, which would generate many false suspected candidates. Thus, this method [13] needs a powerful feature descriptor and stronger classifier to achieve ship candidate confirmation. The same method [13] employed the fusion Stacked Denoising Autoencoder (SDA) feature and the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) to build a powerful ocean ship classifier. However, due to the wide view that the ocean scenes remote sensing images have, 2-5 m spatial resolution, and that the ocean ships do not have enough validated feature information to the support the powerful feature descriptor, this method has limited detection capability. A different previously described method [15] established a two layer Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) ocean ship detection structure based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) convolutional weight initialization. It is a popular method of ocean ship detection because of its simple structure and powerful feature description. Nevertheless, this method [15] needs considerable labeled ocean ship data to train a robust model, and the manual annotation of a wide view of ocean ships is very difficult. Therefore, this method's [15] performance is related to the amount of annotated training data. In addition, both aforementioned methods [13, 15] have bad performance when an ocean ship's gray level, scale, and/or contrast ratio change, and they often fail in more complex local ocean scene situations (i.e., broken clouds, heavy cloud cover, and strong waves). For this paper's proposed method, we implement the real-time processing factor R to balance the timeliness and detection performance, which separates full scenes as simple and complex to ensure the targeted processing. Figure 13 and Table 6 show the details of the comparison and analysis of the proposed method and the state of the art methods.
target size or gray level change and there is complex background interference, the PCT based method would lead to missed target ship. Therefore, [9] would have a lower Recall rate than other ocean ship detection methods. A different previously described method [13] employed the sea-land segmentation and ship locating criteria for coarse ship location detection, which would generate many false suspected candidates. Thus, this method [13] needs a powerful feature descriptor and stronger classifier to achieve ship candidate confirmation. The same method [13] employed the fusion Stacked Denoising Autoencoder (SDA) feature and the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) to build a powerful ocean ship classifier. However, due to the wide view that the ocean scenes remote sensing images have, 2-5 m spatial resolution, and that the ocean ships do not have enough validated feature information to the support the powerful feature descriptor, this method has limited detection capability. A different previously described method [15] established a two layer Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) ocean ship detection structure based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) convolutional weight initialization. It is a popular method of ocean ship detection because of its simple structure and powerful feature description. Nevertheless, this method [15] needs considerable labeled ocean ship data to train a robust model, and the manual annotation of a wide view of ocean ships is very difficult. Therefore, this method's [15] performance is related to the amount of annotated training data. In addition, both aforementioned methods [13, 15] have bad performance when an ocean ship's gray level, scale, and/or contrast ratio change, and they often fail in more complex local ocean scene situations (i.e., broken clouds, heavy cloud cover, and strong waves). For this paper's proposed method, we implement the real-time processing factor R to balance the timeliness and detection performance, which separates full scenes as simple and complex to ensure the targeted processing. Figure 13 and Table 6 show the details of the comparison and analysis of the proposed method and the state of the art methods. Figure 13 shows the general detection performance of the proposed method and other state-ofthe-art methods. Here, the method proposed by this paper has better detection performance than the state of the art methods. From Table 6 , the state of the art methods [9, 13, 15] have bad performance with complex local scenes. Then, the size of the ships can also affect the ship detection performance. As shown in Table 6 , this paper proposed an ocean ship detection framework that can adapt to any local situations, and setting a suitable real-time processing factor R can ensure the detection performance and timeliness requirement. Here, we chose a series of ocean scenes to test the comparison methods. The results are shown in Figure 14 . In Figure 14 , the red arrow in (a) is the ground truth, which is the total number of real ships in ocean scenes. The red detection window in (b-d) shows the detection performance of the comparison methods, and the yellow dashed circle shows the missing ship targets in whole scenes. In Figure 14a , we analyze ocean scene remote sensing images including quiet seas, strong waves, broken clouds, and heavy cloud cover situations, and the ocean ship's size and gray level variations. From (b-d), we can see that the PCT + Context + Modified SIFT [9] produce many false alarms and missing ship targets. Coarse ship location + ELM [13] and SVDnet [15] have good detection performance, but for more complex scenes, they both have false alarms and missing ship targets. Figure 14e shows this paper's proposed ocean ship detection framework's general performance and detailed local detection results. From Figure 14 , here, the red detection window in clouds are the false alarms. We can see that our method has better performance than the state of the art methods, and the detection results meet the real-time processing precision requirement. For the proposed ocean ship detection method, we used a Xilinx XC6VLX130T to implement the proposed algorithm. The resource occupancy is approximate 34% and the average processing time for an image is approximate 1.1 s under the working clock of 80 MHz. 
Conclusions
For large view ocean ship detection, the task must meet the detection timeliness and accuracy requirements based on ship movements and certain complex background interferences. In this study, the state of the art methods focus on integrating ship candidate extraction and a strong classifier with a powerful feature description in a robust ship description model. If the robust ship description model can adapt to more complex ocean scenes, it will require a more complex calculation model that will not be timely. However, the state of the art methods do not provide reliable detection results for more complex ocean scenes. Due to the poor timeliness and detection accuracy for more complex ocean scenes, the novelty of this paper is that we designed a real-time processing factor, R, to guide the targeted processing of simple or complex local scenes. Next, the RSM and SFCM are proposed to meet the real-time ocean ship detection requirement. We can consider the actual application requirement to adjust the real-time balance factor R. With respect to R, the complex scenes would be addressed with the pixel level analysis SFCM in order to improve the integral detection performance, and it is very suitable for a real-time ocean ship detection system. Finally, our future work will aim at building a self-adapting mechanism to separate a whole scene as several kinds of local scenes that are not related to the balance factor R. Then, we will improve the timeliness performance of the ocean ship detection model. 
